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This work is focused on the development of product prototyping platform for 3D Design to direct 

3D printing using haptics. The thesis discusses involving haptics in 3D modeling and positive 

effect of its implementation in design. It will be done full explanation of haptics and described 

their areas of utilization with examples.  

Modeling process is based on reverse engineering principle. Specific software for realizing this 

methodology will be discussed. Feasible problems and their prospective solutions from haptics 

utilization will be discussed.  One experimental model will be built with the help of haptic device 

and haptic integrated software. The preparatory procedure for 3D printing will be discussed with 

the subsequent 3D printing. 

3D print process is inalienable part of the research. Different methodology of 3D printing will be 

described. Software, that support printing process, will be discussed. Two different 3D printers 

will be assembled and studied. Several samples of designing object will be printed and results will 

be discussed. 

First part of thesis contains theoretical background about all studying objects and phenomena. 

Second part is focused on describing used hardware and implemented software. Third part of thesis 

describes the experiments that will be done and considers research results. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays we can’t imagine our life without computers. Since 1943 when was invented first 

computer by IBM corporation, computers technologies became to change rapidly all areas of 

human life and the result is what humanity have right now. Computers spread in science, medicine, 

army, educational process, media, communication, designing, private life etc. Hardly can we 

imagine students without own PC and cellphone, all difficult calculations are provided using 

computers. Computers help to control accurate processes like surgery operations, navigations of 

planes. All modern industry areas like IT technologies, robotics, automations were born after 

computers appeared in our life. 

Computer technology has strong effect on modern art. Electronic music, virtual environment, CAD 

modeling, computer design were appeared and got impulse for developing after people have 

studied how the computer works and what it can. 

As the main idea of thesis proposes the research how creation platform for 3D Design to direct 3D 

printing using haptic robot. The haptics, 3D printing technologies, 3D modeling methods will be 

described further.  Although different haptics provides various functions, this research will 

concentrate on how force-feedback devices can be involved in computer designing process. Also, 

it would be focused on the methods how computer communicates with 3D printer. 

1.1 Research background 

The research is based on utilization Phantom Haptic Device. The main target of this research is 

involving haptic device in art object designing and the result of modeling should be a real object 

of art, not a virtual one. This task of project will be done with the help of different 3D printing 

technologies and result will be analyzed. 

The SensAble Phantom “Touch” device with a force-feedback were designed by 3D SYSTEMS 

corporation. Usually such kind of devices is used for robotic control, but utilization of haptics in 

art designing is a new investigated feature of these kind of hardware. Force-feedback is an option, 

that allow user to conscious move in virtual 3D space and to feel internal resistance of surfaces 

and objects in VE. If this feature will be realized in software for modelling respectively, in this 

way user becomes to be a real sculptor, because he can mold objects from virtual clay. That is why 

choosing of right software which unveil all possibilities of haptics for art modelling is important, 

because number of suppliers of this specific soft and hardware is quite limited. 
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1.2 Literature review 

1.2.1 Overview of Haptic Technology 

The term “haptics” originate from greek verb “haptesthai” what means to touch or to contact and 

greek term “hapticos”, what means concerning to sense of touch. This phenomenon deals manual 

feelings and manipulating with surrounding area by touching. This process can be done by 

combination of human and machine or separately by each other. This relationship can be involved 

in sensory organizational conditions like vision as well. Haptics technology unites together 

engineering, biomechanics, neurology and computer processing in one field of research related 

with force feedback and human touch.  

Figure 1 depicts main idea based on which haptics are realized (3D Systems 2009). 
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Figure 1. Basic configuration of Haptics (Goyal, Saproo et al. 2013) 

Bilateral energy and information exchange between user and actual (real/virtual) environment 

commonly called active touch. Users need to grab and manipulate the object to feel and evolve 

thought imagery of an object. Effective interaction of human with real world depends on ratio 

between his sensing and subsequent manipulation response based on these feelings. So, haptics is 

based on utilization of tactile feedback, what gives user possibilities to sense touch by applying 

movement, forces or vibrations. Utilizing virtual objects, which are got as result of computer 

mechanical simulation, can be fruitful for implementation remote control of robot. This allows 

user to feel the touch, what is impossible only with the help of image got by vision. Moreover, 

thanks for haptic feedback it becomes possible to measure the force applied to graphical showed 

surface. In this way, it is explained how human sense of touch realized in haptics (Anupam Alur, 

Pratik Shrivastav et al. 2014). 

In comparison with computer mouse haptic device translate not only position input but also 

provide sense of touch through output signal since it contains information about applied forces. 

All haptics could be divided by characteristics depending on what they sense. Table 1 provide 

major terms used for defining haptics and its corresponded sense of touch (Brewster 2005). 

Table 1. List of major terms defining sense of touch and haptics 

Term: Explanation: 

Haptic Based on the sense of touch 
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Tactile 
Relating specifically to sensation of pressure 

like the cutaneous sense. 

Force Feedback 
Processing of the information got from the 

human kinesthetic system. 

Proprioceptive group 

Proprioceptive 
Pertaining to sensual data describing the state 

of the body 

Vestibular (proprioceptive) 
Relating to the comprehension of position and 

acceleration of head. 

Kinesthetic (proprioceptive) 

Explaining of feelings that appear in joints and 

muscles and how it relates to body motion 

feelings. 

Cutaneous (proprioceptive) 

Description of appearing feelings on a skin like 

pressure, pain and temperature at interaction 

with environment. 

 

Generally, haptics can be divided on three general groups: touchable, wearable and graspable 

devices. Main ideas of each group are described below. 

Touchable systems allow the user to investigate the certain surface in detail with a help of counter-

type displays. It can be just skin devices that varying their tactile characteristics depending on the 

hand position (variable friction surface). Some devices can be designed like cross-functional 

device, that include features of kinesthetic and skin gadgets. These devices can change their shape 

with wide variable mechanical and surface properties (Culbertson, Schorr et al. 2018). 

Wearable systems are usually tactile gadgets that should be fixed to the arms, legs or other body 

parts and monitor sensations to the skin directly. They can provide different type signal for bearer 

such as vibration, skin deformation by pushing and stretch of skin. Some kind of devices are body-

grounded, for example an exoskeleton.  

Device like exoskeleton create a reaction force on a susceptible part of the body by sending a 

kinesthetic signal to the user.  User should have possibility for freely moving inside his working 

space. Thanks for reliability and wearability of this kind of device should be attractive for applying 

it in the mobile applications (Culbertson, Schorr et al. 2018). 
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Graspable systems commonly are   grounded devices with the force-feedback. It gives the user 

opportunity to feel resistance and surface of virtual object. When user push on virtual object he 

will be pushed back through a held instrument. Grabbing devices can have ungrounded 

construction. It is possible to realize similar device with the help of flywheels for providing inertial 

forces. Also, it can be implemented like a portable gadget that is fixed somewhere, for example it 

can be tactile devices that are held on the arm (Culbertson, Schorr et al. 2018).  

Figure 2 depicts main ideas of realizing each of described working principle.  

 

Figure 2. Major haptic realizing methods (Culbertson, Schorr et al. 2018) 

Haptic devices can be classified into two categories which are presented in the table 2.  

 

Table 2.  Classification of haptic devices 

       Group 

Subgroup  
VR category Feedback category 

Devices 

Exoskeletons and Stationary device 

Force feedback devices 
Gloves and wearable devices 

Point-source and Specific task devices 

Tactile displays 
Locomotion Interfaces 
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VR group devices allow user to immerse to VR by retranslation of computer generated visual and 

acoustic data directly to virtual space in dependence on determined conditions. Traditionally these 

kinds of devices are utilized with common computer input systems.  

Force feedback haptics is type of devices that cooperate with human muscles and sinews. Based 

on software and hardware communication feedback algorithm in certain moment inside device 

take place vibrations or resistance to movement rise and user applies force. 

 Usually, but not always, this kind of feedback are used for defining physical parameters such as 

weight and resistance. This is how force feedback is implemented.  

Tactile systems vary from force feedback haptics by the size of the applied force. This type of 

systems assumes delicate manipulations over the surface and texture of the object and require super 

accurate feedback data from processing object. Haptic interfaces always send data to user for 

determining position of visual effector relative to the processing object (Snehal N. Meshram, Amit 

M. Sahu 2014). 

Nowadays, haptics becomes to be involved in wide range of research processes. Depending on 

possibilities that haptics gives, all devices can be divided on four subareas of implementation 

(Figure 3): 
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Figure 3. Multidisciplinary haptics research subareas (El Saddik 2007) 

- Human Haptics; 

- Machine Haptics; 

- Computer Haptics; 

- Multimedia Haptics. 

The human haptics (Figure 4) is engaged in the study of human kinesthetic and tactile sensations, 

what is the way how a person manipulates and perceives various objects around him.  When a 

person touches something, the skin feels the consequences of the interaction. The nervous system 

sends this data to the brain, where it is processed. This is how objects are perceived.  After 

processing brain send command, causing muscle contraction. It makes your hand move.   

Thus, the object of study of Human haptics is the human sensorimotor cycle and the method how 

he perceives and touches objects. Human tactile system consists of four subsystems: mechanical 

subsystem, motor system, sensory system and cognitive system.  

The mechanical one is a “shoulder-to-arm” system. Totally, this mechanical system has more than 

28 DoF. The sensory system determines the function of nerve endings and skin receptors. Usually, 

physical impact on the receptor is as a signal for transferring from receptor to the brain by the 

nervous system such information as temperature, mechanical and chemical properties and the 
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temperature of the of the interacting object. The cognitive subsystem is a kind of “analytical 

center” in the brain where this information is processed. The brain sends appropriate motor 

commands that activate muscle contractions. The motor subsystem consists of various organs that 

are responsible for the movement ( El Saddik 2007). 

 

Figure 4. Human haptics example (3D-Printed Myoelectric Hand Prosthesis 2019) 

Machine haptics (Figure 5) – is an area of research, the purpose of which is the development of 

mechanical devices that allow you to complement or enhance the human touch or replace it at all. 

The working principle of such devices is based on the interaction with the human nervous system 

and the continuous exchange of outgoing/incoming information.  

Tactile interfaces have two functions. The first function is to determine the position of any part of 

the body and the value of the contact force. The second function is the spatial-temporal coordinate 

mapping of this object or force to the user.  Most part of force-feedback tactile interfaces determine 

the position of their final effector and transmit forces to the user through single-point interaction 

models (El Saddik 2007). 
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Figure 5. Machine haptics idea explanation (First Haptic Telerobot Hand 2019) 

Computer haptics (Figure 6) is a new developing area. The main purpose of the research is to 

develop software that give the ability to see and to feel and then to manipulate virtual objects. As 

well as traditional computer graphics, computer haptics is designed for creating, modifying and 

visualizing virtual objects and images. 

 The main components of computer haptics are haptic and visual rendering, by which the user can 

see and feel the graphic, force and sound reactions of VE. Every haptic-based application is built 

on the use of haptic rendering. It allows user to determine time and place of   contact with virtual 

objects, as well as size of the force with which the virtual environment and the tactile device 

interact.  

Visual rendering is responsible for synchronicity of virtual objects and graphics behavior. Its 

working principle is based on modeling relying on physical laws and mathematical equations (El 

Saddik 2007). 
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Figure 6. Computer haptics utilization (Forma Libre 2019) 

Multimedia haptics (Figure 7) is the ability to obtain new information about the environment (e.g. 

temporal, spatial and physical knowledge) by integrating text, audio and video multimedia systems 

with a system that recognizes human "touch". For today, information and multimedia technologies 

have implemented the maximum opportunities of all that can be done only by using sound and 

pictures in multimedia applications. Adding innovations to all applications, such as a sense of 

touch, will be the next step in the multimedia systems evolution. Thus, the main task of the 

multimedia haptic or HAVE environment (haptic audiovisual environment) is the synchronization 

of data received from the haptic interface with multimedia applications by using force feedback, 

tactile probing and gestures (Nur Atiqa Natrah Mansor, Ahmad Zaki Hj Shukor et al. 2017). 

 

Figure 7. Multimedia haptics idea implementation (Eurotechnika 2019) 
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1.2.2 Overview of 3D Printers 

3D printing is a type of additive manufacturing related to rapid prototyping tools. 3D printer is a 

CNC machine, the principle of which is based on the method of layer-by-layer creation of the part 

(E. Canessa, C. Fonda et al. 2013). 

The first mention of the technology dates back to the late 70's - early 80's of the last century. In 

1984, the first prototype of a machine capable of printing 3D objects was patented in the USA. 

The original name characterized the 3D printer as "Apparatus for production of 3D objects by 

stereolithography".  

The first formulation of the 3D printer was as follows (Figure 8): a system for creating 3D objects 

through successive drawing of cross sections of objects formed on the upper surface of the working 

liquid medium, which is able to change its physical state under the influence of heat or light energy. 

Thus, layer by layer, the material is laminated, and the object gradually begins to acquire a final 

volume form (Charles W. Hull 1984). 

 

Figure 8. Idea Patent № US4575330 main idea (Charles W. Hull 1984) 
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Today, three-dimensional printing has become much more available to ordinary users, and its 

capabilities are rapidly expanding. Due to the capabilities of the Internet, the ability to use 

materials of unsold patents and open source projects (e.g. Arduino) the rapid spread of 3D 

technology appears. Now it became possible to create from scratch and copy various objects of 

art, medical prosthetic devices and scientific prototypes. Every year various scientific 

breakthroughs in the field of 3D printing happened (Roman Stroganov 2016). 

Today there are a number of different 3D printing technologies. The most popular and 

implemented in the industry are the following (V.Slusar 2003): 

• StereoLithography, (SLA); 

• Fused Deposition Modelling, (FDM); 

• Ballistic Particle Manufacturing, (BPM); 

• Laminated Object Manufacturing, (LOM); 

• Selective Laser Sintering, Selective Laser Melting (SLS, SLM). 

Stereolithography (Figure 9) is one of the oldest and most common 3D printing technologies. The 

SL family of devices is widely represented by 3D Systems, CMET, D-MEC, EOS, Fockele & 

Schwarze and other companies production. The company 3D Systems (USA) is a leader in this 

field. 

A typical printer includes four main subsystems: a computer for constructing sections, a control 

computer, a synthesis chamber and a laser unit. Cutting the model into layers with a given accuracy 

is the computer. The computer controls the motion of the printer. Synthesis chamber – the working 

printing area that is filled of liquid raw materials. 

In accordance with the commands of the computer, the platform where the model should be printed 

can move inside the working printing area. The initial position of the panel depends on the desired 

thickness of the first and subsequent layers. The laser processes the liquid layer of the 

photopolymer, causing it to solidify. This operation is done layer by layer until the model is ready. 

After printing starts post-processing stage. By UV lights drying the model becomes to correspond 

to the required physical properties (Charles W. Hull 1995, V.Slusar 2012). 
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Figure 9. Stereolithography working principle main idea (About SLA Process 2019) 

Along with the technology of stereolithography, Fused deposition modeling (FDM) or Fused 

Filament Fabrication (FFF) is one of the most popular 3D printing technologies (Figure 10). To 

date, there are great number of different companies, which offer products based on this technology. 

The market is full of 3D printers, that works on this technology. The main reason for the demand 

on FDM printers is the low cost of printing materials and the cost of the devices themselves. The 

popularity of this type of printer is also influenced by the fact that printing on such devices supports 

a wide range of printing materials (plastics, wood, etc.). Also, all components and materials are 

available in the market at an affordable price. If a person has some special knowledge, he can 

easily build his own 3D printer. 

FDM printing technology is based on layer-by-layer extrusion of thermoplastic material. Melted 

in the extruder material comes out from the nozzle and lies down on the table.  Layer by layer 

material forms a solid volumetric object. For getting rigid object, not only the main contour of 

each layer is built, but also the supporting cells inside the contour. When printing process of one 

layer is completed, the extruder rises to the height of one layer. Then this process repeats again 

until the object acquires the final shape (Gajdos, Slota 2013, Comb, Priedeman et al. 1994). 
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The most consumable printing material is plastics. Often customers use various kind of plastics 

with a melting point from 50 0C to 300 0C. The choice of plastic depends on the physical 

characteristics of the model (A. V. Belousov, S. S. Hrapov et al. 2016). 

 

Figure 10. Fused Deposition Modelling method main idea (Fused Deposition Modeling 2019) 

Ballistic Particle Manufacturing (BPM) technology (Figure 11) is similar to conventional jet 

printing (Bogutskiy, Bratan et al. 2016). The process is based on the ejection of small droplets of 

molten plastic by a moving piezoelectric head on the working surface. When the plastic cools, it 

takes a hard shape. The distribution of droplets forms the shape of the final object. To obtain a 

better surface, a second heating head can be used. In order to build an object with complex 

projecting elements, supports should be used. The construction of supports should allow to remove 

they easily after printing.  

BPM technology is not expensive for utilization. Also, this type of installation has a relatively 

small dimension. The technology does not require high energy consumption and does not require 

forced cooling, what makes the technology promising. BPM technology is not as common as 

described earlier. Printers are manufactured only by BPM Technology Company.  Today, it has 

only one drawback. It is low print speed (Friedrich B. Prinz, Clinton L. Atwood et al. 1997). 
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Figure 11. Ballistic Particle Manufacturing method main idea (Rapid Prototyping 2019) 

The technology of Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) is based on the use of ultra-thin sheet 

materials (Figure 12). These sheets are cut by laser and then glued together by a given program 

algorithm. The thickness of the sheet material determines the accuracy of the LOM process. To 

date, there are sheet and tape materials with a thickness of 0.01 mm. LOM printing is the most 

accurate of all described above, because there is no need to adjust the width of the laser beam, 

liquid jet or powder layer thickness. 

The main advantage of LOM technology is its productivity, as well as the ability for printing large 

objects. None of the existing printing methods allows you to print so big objects. The technology 

of building such printers has already been tuned out on similar existing processes. Another 

advantage of the method is its universality. Plastic, metal and even ceramics can be used as a 

material for printing. If the accuracy of the process is not very important, a thicker sheet material 

can be used. This allow to increase the printing speed (Pilipović, Raos et al. 2011). 
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Figure 12. Laminated Object Manufacturing method main idea (ME 330 Manufacturing process 

Rapid Prototyping 2019) 

The Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) technology (Figure 13) is based on layer-by-layer selective 

sintering of powder (metal, plastic, etc.) under the impact of a laser beam, and as a result the 

desired object is formed. The SLS printing method based on using of materials that become less 

viscous under the influence of temperature (plastics, metals, nylon, ceramics, wax, etc.). All 

unused material can be used again for future printing (Kruth, Leu et al. 1998). 

Most often, powdered metal materials are obtained from a filamentous workpiece, by acting on 

the material ultrashort and powerful electromagnetic pulse. Under the influence of the pulse, 

interatomic bonds become to brake and the result is a fine powder (particle size less than 10 µm). 

Changes in the crystal lattice are caused by electro explosive and this leads to accumulation of 

excess energy in fine particles. The excess energy allows to improve the sintering of particles, 

moreover this allow to reduce the temperature of the sintering process without negative effect 

(Simchi, Pohl 2003). 
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 The main disadvantages of SLS technology: 

- the need for serious post-processing of the printing object after sintering. This is caused by 

the fact that excess material is melted near the object in the laser area and the surface 

becomes very rough; 

- appearance of “steps” during layer-by-layer sintering of the object; 

- mandatory purification exhaust gases is needed for avoiding the release of toxins into the 

environment (the design of all SLS printers include air filters) (Carl R. Deckard 1986, 

Mierzejewska, Markowicz 2015). 

 

Figure 13. Selective Laser Sintering method main idea (Tanaka to Exhibit World’s First 

Successful Platinum-Based Metallic Glass Powder for 3D Printers 2014) 

In dependence of customer target, he can choose a method that is more suitable for the tasks 

assigned to it. Since the most popular material for printing is plastic, table 3 presents the most 

popular types of plastics and their properties (Plastic for 3D Printing, Evans 2012). 
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Table 3. Plastic properties 

Type Positive properties 

PLA Rigidity, biodegradable, non-toxic 

ABS Rigidity, postprocessing, acid resistance, period of service 

HIPS Flexible, ecofriendly, non-toxic, moisture resistance 

SBS Rigidity, flexibility, non-toxic, transparency 

PETG Rigidity, flexibility, non-toxic, moisture resistance 

 

1.2.3 Overview of 3D modelling 

The creation of a geometric model using computer is the process of geometric modeling. This 

process can take place in different forms. There are two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

geometric modeling technologies, which are called respectively 2D and 3D technologies. 

Classic 2D technology (two-dimensional) drawing is a technology that is based on the creation of 

the model sketch.  

During designing of a new part using 2D technology, it is recommended to choose the prototype 

of the part that is taken from the data bank and then convert the model in 2D form using an 

automated design system such as Autodesk AutoCAD. 

In todays, 2D technology is used mainly for creating draws and sketches. 3D technology that is 

based on modern computer hardware and software is actively involved in 3D modeling. The 

purpose of 3D modeling is to create spatial solid models. 

The most crucial difference between 3D solid modeling and 2D drawing is the creation of an 

accurate 3D computer model of the designed product. It is convenient to make changes in the 3D 

model using special software like Autodesk Inventor or Solidworks (Feoktistova 2013). 

Digital 3D technology and cognitive programming provide a unique ability to play complex spatial 

forms, installations and engineering structures and mechanisms. The realization of these 

possibilities is connected with the digital control technology of material particles in the volumetric 

environment with the help of 3D technology tools, where the technological algorithm determines 

the shape and properties of the reproduced object. Innovations of industrial technologies lead to 

the transformation of the traditional production chains what should be a new stage of development 

of world civilization (Dariin 2012). 
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The toolkit of systems for 3D computer modeling is updated regularly, for each specific field of 

3D modeling digital copies of solutions to typical problems are developed (programming 

algorithms of their reproduction). Innovations in 3D modeling lead to the replication of complex 

spatial forms. In particular, it is usually impossible to recreate difficult 3D shape without using of 

the 3D prototyping technologies (Aleksandrova, Zaytsava 2012, Rapid prototyping technologies 

– layer-by-layer synthesis of a physical copy based on a 3D CAD model 2003, Aleksandrova, 

Zaytseva 2013). 

For successful modeling, it is important to think in advance how the observed (or imaginary) 

objects of the world can be transformed into computer models (Figure 14). Without accurate 

observation and visual study of the surrounding world it is impossible to create the right images 

of objects of study. It's one thing just to look at an object, and quite another thing is to look on an 

object implying object in the form of a 3D model.  

 

Figure 14.Examples of different objects modeling (Mezhenin 2008) 

For objects modeling, it is necessary to imagine the created object through the eyes of an artist, 

sculptor, architect or engineer and at the same time to understand the objects in definition of how 

they were created. It is necessary to be able to distinguish elements with a simple shape from 

objects with complicated surface that are much easier to model. Thanks for this it will be possible 

to create high-quality models and complex objects in the virtual space representation.  

There are several different methods of three-dimensional modeling that can be used in a 

dependence on situation:  
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- Modeling based on primitives. Primitives are the simplest parametric forms, such as cubes, 

spheres, and pyramids. When rendered objects such as a sphere are converted to polygons, but the 

resulting surface looks much smoother. The surface smoothing effect is achieved by special 

rendering algorithms.  

- Cross-section modeling. Objects based on sections are named by analogy with the method used 

in shipbuilding, which consists in "stretching" the surface into arbitrary sections (Figure 15). 

Sections are two-dimensional objects. When user create three-dimensional objects, several shapes 

are placed along a path.  

 

Figure 15. 3D object based on sections (Mezhenin 2008) 

- Modeling based on the use of Boolean operations. Boolean objects are created by adding, 

subtracting, and intersecting overlapping surfaces (Figure 16).  

- Surface modeling is based on the creation of arbitrary surfaces. When creating surfaces, different 

mathematical models and, accordingly, their own types of modeling are used:  
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- Surface modeling is based on the creation of arbitrary surfaces. When creating surfaces, different 

mathematical models and, accordingly, their own types of modeling are used:  

 

Figure 16. The result of the Boolean operations (Mezhenin 2008) 

• polygon frames-editable grid. They are complex models created from many polygon faces that 

are smoothed in the rendering process (Figure 17). Polygon modeling is directly based on 

manipulating vertices, edges, and faces. Plane that make up the polyhedron is called a face. The 

intersection lines of the faces are called edges. The intersection points of edges are called vertices. 

Three vertices in space form a triangular face;  

 

Figure 17. Editable wireframe (Mezhenin 2008) 

• patches are based on splines (smooth curves) and can be changed using control points. Forming 

splines are located at the edges of the created surface (Figure 18);  
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Figure 18. Four vertices and eight control points of the spline are visible (Mezhenin 2008) 

• inhomogeneous rational B-splines (NURBS) — a technology designed to create smooth shapes 

and models. It is based on a special mathematical apparatus. In contrast to the flap modeling it is 

possible to influence any local area of the surface with the help of control vertices. The technology 

has been successfully used to model animal and human models (Figure 19);  

 

Figure 19. An example of a NURBS surface (Mezhenin 2008) 
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• surface modeling by spline grid. A set of splines is a kind of frame, which is created on the basis 

of the formed surface. 

In addition to the basic types, there are also several complex types that are suitable for creating 

special objects, such as relief or morph models.  

In fact, created three-dimensional models are a set of coordinates in space. In order to see them, 

their faces should be fixed (polygonal planes formed by edges - must be painted over). Only after 

that the model becomes to be visible (Mezhenin 2008). 

1.3 Research problem 

Art design process takes time and list of options. First of all, it should be tuned connection between 

haptics robot and computer. Various haptic models have different hard and software requirements 

for making them works. If there is a stable connection between haptic device and computer, it 

doesn’t mean that robot works correctly. For properly utilization of device it should be done errors 

checking and calibration of device. After all these steps will be done, it should be checked 

compatibility of modeling software with haptics hardware. Some simple calibration test can’t give 

full overview of device status, but when the work will be started, it would be the best checking of 

device. Professional software has powerful toolkit. It takes time for studying it.  If practice test 

will response correctly on every action of user, finally this will mean that device and software are 

ready for serious work. 

At the beginning of project, the SensAble Phantom device was the object of study, it was founded 

that Phantom require outdated kind of parallel port connection, so it takes time for finding 

appropriate hardware. After programming test, it was determined that device is broken. It was 

decided to continue research with a Touch device, that has similar functions but with less accuracy.  

After designing, art object was prepared for printing. It was studied how to build and to calibrate 

X,Y,Z and Delta FDM printer. It was important to assemble both in right sequence. 

The order described above can be used for quickly tuning of different haptic systems. This 

algorithm can be used like for full diagnostics of device. Combining described modeling process 

with utilizing of a 3D printer explain how these technologies can be involved in art designing. 
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1.4 Goals 

The main goal of the project was developing a platform for direct 3D print process utilizing 

Haptics. In the end it should be got some state of art. For realizing main idea, first of all, it was 

necessary to tune connection between Phantom and computer based on Parallel port supporting 

EPP protocol and then repeat it with Touch Device, that support ethernet connection. Second, it 

was important not only to try playing with Haptics, but also to learn how to work with a force-

feedback Touch Device to such an extent that it became possible to create own complex models 

using this device.  

More targets were determined before modeling process. Different haptic functions can be applied 

in different specific areas. So, it was found software, that is compatible with force-feedback haptics 

and specialized on modeling and designing. There where built two 3D printers for executing 

models from virtual to real environment and comparing results. Also, it was studied algorithm for 

transferring completed model to 3D printers respectively using different software. 

Moreover, it was studied the way how to exclude connection lost problems. Stable connection is 

important, because program interface support utilization of mouse as well. Working mode switches 

automatically from Haptic to mouse if some errors had happened, but when connection was fixed, 

executing device didn’t change back. So, it is not automatic reverse procedure. User can’t feel and 

control the touch since mouse hasn’t force-feedback. For prevent mistakes in research process, all 

hardware and software had been studied in detail. 

1.5 Contribution of thesis 

Implementation of current research gives some benefits. First of all, it helps to understand better 

what force-feedback haptics is and how these devices can be involved in designing process. 

Different Haptics are strongly involved in various process. This research helps to understand what 

is the difference between force-feedback haptics and others. 

During research process it was studied rare specific software, which hasn’t text guide and video 

tutorials.  This thesis can be used partially for learning how to work with a program and with 

haptics. 

Another outcome is a practical utilization of 3D printer. It is studied how to use different FDM 

printers and materials. In practice, different conditions like wind or environment temperature can 
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affect the printing results. Some recommendations for 3D printing process can be found in the text 

of thesis. 

 The main outcome is a platform for 3D art design utilizing haptics and additive manufacturing. 

After the research have been done, user should be able to work with a Touch device in design area. 

Any designer should understand what he should do for executing his created state of art from 

virtual environment to real world using 3D printing technology.  It is filmed scientific video of 

whole creative process from searching idea till completed practical realization of concept.  
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2 MEANS AND METHODS OF MODELING 

In this chapter it will be discussed main idea of reverse engineering, how haptics can be involved 

in this this process and what is the reason for that. Besides, it will be described what is Geomagic 

Touch haptic device and its opportunities in detail. Installation process and calibration methods of 

Touch device will be described. Specialized software Geomagic Freeform Plus oriented to interact 

with haptics will be described. Whereas main goal of project also relates with 3D printing, two 

different FDM printers will be described. Software and algorithm that makes possible transfer of 

virtual model to direct printing process also will be discussed. 

2.1 Reverse engineering definition  

Geometric modeling is a technology, that is used in industry for creating new products. Today, 

geometric modeling is increasingly involved in production and technological processes. The 

advantage of automatic modeling is the ease of editing and modifying models of existing details, 

keeping unchanged everything else.  

Despite the advantages of computer-aided geometric design, objects that don’t have an automated 

description still exist. That is why the creation of automated geometric models of such objects 

becomes the most important, because computer models can be easily processed and modified. The 

procedure for creating a 3D computer model based on the reproduction of the geometric 

parameters of an existing physical object is called “reverse engineering”. 

Computer 3D design is a process which always begins with the searching for ideas and flows into 

the computer modeling of the represented object. The main purpose of which is the use of created 

models for the production of physical objects basing on these computer models. Reverse 

engineering is a process in which work is carried out for transferring physical objects in a digitized 

form using all available methods or for modifying existing digitally ready-made patterns in order 

to produce new prototypes.  

Reverse engineering has a wide range of applications. There are opportunities such as the 

production of duplicate models without the need for drawings and documentation of the copied 

object.  Creating new modifications in a model is much more convenient when you work with a 

finished model, rather than modeling this model from scratch.  
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Today, the most common instrument used for reverse engineering is 3D scanners. Such devices 

can independently process visual data and transfer 3D textures in digital form (Figure 20). The 

model digitized by the scanner will be an exact copy of the scanned physical object. Sometimes it 

is possible to use haptics, because such devices can slip on object and transfer information about 

its surface relief respectively. 

 

Figure 20. Reverse engineering main idea (Polygonal Modeling 2019) 

The use of reverse engineering is convenient in cases where the appearance of the object model is 

important. When the model is placed in a virtual environment, it is appropriate to use haptic 

devices to work on the transformation of the current model form. The engineer has the opportunity 

to interact directly with the object, as it would be if the designer used clay, plasticine or wax. An 

example of such application is the automotive industry. When a designer uses wood or clay to 

create complex body elements, he could use a haptics as well.  

Often in the absence of a scanned model, the design process can be started with a simple model 

with the shape of a sphere, a cube, a pyramid or a cone only with the help of a tactile device. Thus, 

reverse engineering technology can be applied in the field of art (Várudy, Martin et al. 1997). 
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2.2 Geomagic Freeform Plus 

Software package Geomagic Freeform Plus was developed by 3D Systems Corporation, which 

specialties on manufacturing of 3D scanning, 3D printing, haptics and 3D modeling software, that 

allow designer works with ready 3D models and creates new models respectfully.  

Geomagic Freeform Plus is designed for use in traditional 3D modeling, creating virtual sculptures 

and other art objects. A haptic device with force feedback is used as a working body. The main 

advantage of this software is that the sculptor or designer hasn’t limits of the capabilities of 

traditional CAD software,  what should significantly increase the speed of the design process 

and allow user to solve more complex tasks and as the consequence the creative potential of the 

user will be expanded. 

The specificity of the software Corporation 3D Systems is an exceptional simulation using haptic 

devices what gives to virtual object real physical properties, as if the designer is working with a 

real object.  

Virtual clay is used as a working material and the program toolkit allows to create three-

dimensional models of any complexity. This feature is especially relevant when the designer is 

faced with the task to create a model of organic or natural form. The designer gets a sense of clay 

modeling, but with all advantages of CAD modeling. Under the influence of toolkit, the clay object 

is transformed into an object consisting of NURBS surfaces with a texture of a given accuracy. 

After few conversions, the resulting models will be prepared for sending to 3D printer or importing 

to another CAD software. The program is compatible with major CAD software including CATIA, 

Pro / Engineer, NX, Solid Edge, SolidWorks and AutoCAD. It is possible to import files or save 

the project in following file formats: CLY, OBJ, STL, PLY, STEP, IGES and so on. 

Main toolkit (Figure 21) is presented below: 

- Creating and modifying spatial planes and curves that can be used to edit models; 

- Sketching on flat surfaces and planes; 

- Setting the desired surface quality; 

- Using the auto-transition feature; 

- Working with material (carving, shaving, smudging, pyrography, smoothing, attracting 

material etc); 

- Working with relief; 

- Function of selective compression and stretching of objects; 
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- Coloring function (only for clarity of the virtual model); 

- Scaling, copying, moving objects; 

 

Figure 21. Geomagic Freeform Plus main toolkit 

Also, Freeform Plus supports direct input of scanned 3D models into the working space of the 

program. This feature of the program emphasizes the possibility of using reverse engineering 

technology using this software and doesn’t deny the possibility of using software for modeling 

objects of art (3D Systems 2019). 

The software package also supports direct input of scanned 3D models into the working space of 

the program. This feature of the program emphasizes the possibility of using reverse engineering 

technology using this software and doesn’t deny the possibility of using software for modeling 

objects of art (3D Systems 2019). 
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2.2.1 Application area 

Geomagic Freeform Plus software is aimed at solving complex non-standard design tasks for 

various industries production. The toolkit of program is divided into several functional groups for 

the organic 3D modeling: 

- tools for tactile modeling;  

- tools for surface profiling;  

- tools for modeling design ideas;  

- tools for creating 3D shapes, processing data obtained from a 3D scanner, ensuring CAD 

compatibility. 

Modeling in Geomagic Freeform Plus has clay modeling, complemented by all the benefits of 

computer design (Figure 22). Software package can be applied in fields of science and education, 

mechanical engineering, motor industry, instrument making, art-design, confectionery business, 

production of consumer goods, dentistry, medicine, surface engraving, cinema, fine arts and 

sculpture, decoration, jewelry business, medicine, packaging, personal and sports accessories etc. 

(3D Systems 2019). 

 

Figure 22. Examples of Geomagic Freeform Plus application (Preciso. Organico. Projetado. 

2019) 
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2.3 Hardware involved in the design process 

2.3.1 Used haptics and their working principle 

During research process there were studied two different models of haptic devices with force 

feedback produced by 3D Systems corporation, which is one of leaders among suppliers of additive 

hardware, haptics and supporting software that are available in the market. First haptic device is 

Phantom Premium and second is Touch Device (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23. Phantom Premium (from the left) and Touch Device (from the right) (Haptic 

Technology by Geomagic 2019, Haptics Devices 2019) 

In order to ensure the correct operation of the devices, it is necessary to use several programming 

methods: 

The HLAPI and HDAPI are designed for high-level scene rendering and for low-level foundational 

layer rendering of haptics respectively. It is targeted for advanced OpenGL developers who are 

less familiar with haptics programming. 

The HDAPI is a low-level foundational layer for haptics. It is best appropriate for developers who 

are already acquainted with haptics and sending forces directly.  

The HLAPI is built on top of the HDAPI and provides a higher-level control of haptics than 

HDAPI, at the spending of flexibility in comparison to HDAPI. The HLAPI is mainly designed 

for easiness of use advanced OpenGL developers who are less acquainted with haptics 

programming. HLAPI follows the traditional graphics techniques as found in the OpenGL API. 
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Adding haptics to an object is a fairly routine process that resembles the model utilized to represent 

the object graphically. Tactile properties, such a friction and stiffness, are similarly abstracted to 

materials. The HLAPI also delivers event processing for easiness of integration into applications 

(Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24. Haptics working principle realization 

For example, when using HDAPI, creating a haptic/graphics object involves writing the graphics 

code and creating planner callbacks for processing the object forces. When using HLAPI, the 

process usually involves buildinging a graphical object. 

HDAPI needs the developer to manage direct force rendering for the haptic device whereas HLAPI 

handles the calculations of haptic rendering based on geometric transforms, primitives and 

material properties. Direct force rendering with HDAPI needs efficient force rendering / collision 

detection algorithms and data structures. This is due to the high frequency of force updates required 

for steady closed-loop control of the haptics. HLAPI differs in this aspect, since it insulates the 

developer from having to implement effective force rendering algorithms and controlling the 

synchronization of servo loop thread-safe data structures and state. 
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HLAPI gives opportunity the developer to command the haptic rendering pipeline from the 

graphics rendering loop, that makes it significantly more available for a developer to introduce 

haptic rendering to an existing graphics loop driven application. 

HLAPI allows an event driven programming model, that simplifies the implementation of 

complicated haptic interactions involving events like button clicks, touching geometry and motion. 

HDAPI does not propose events as the API part. Nevertheless, the OpenHaptics toolkit does offer 

a HapticDevice C++ utility class that offers a basic event callback infrastructure for usage with 

HDAPI. 

HLAPI only deals with the device at the rectangular space level whereas HDAPI offers accessing 

to lower-level control spaces, like motor joint torque values or the raw encoder. 

HLAPI is built on top of HDAPI, thus developers may leverage pieces of functionality from 

HDAPI to supplement an HLAPI program. 

HDAPI must be utilized to initialize and to tune the haptic device handle (HHD). The HHD is 

utilized by the HLAPI haptic rendering context (HHLRC) to interact with the haptic device. This 

gives the developer behavior control of the haptic device, that will be realized by the haptic 

rendering library.  

HDAPI can be used to request properties and opportunities of the device, like input / output DOF, 

workspace dimensions, the nominal max force. 

HDAPI can be used for editing the rate of the servo loop. Increasing the rate of servo loop has the 

benefits of increased stability and stability of the device as well as raising of nominal max stiffness 

of forces. The expense of reduced stability of the device and lower nominal max stiffness, what 

has the benefit of freeing up valuable CPU cycles for other threads. 

HLAPI response for custom effects. A custom effect is principally allowing to add or to modify a 

force to be sent to the haptic device. Because forces are calculated in the servo loop thread, the 

user can choose to utilize HDAPI capabilities together with the custom effect callback to obtain 

access to additional details about the device, like instantaneous rate or device velocity. Moreover, 

the HDAPI planner can be utilized as a synchronization instrument for custom effects so that the 

main application thread can safely change data or state used by the effect. 
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Forces are used to expand user involving in VE. For the class of haptic devices supported by the 

OpenHaptics toolkit, forces are commonly used to control resist or assist motion. 

There are a different of ways to calculate the forces that are displayed by the haptic device. Some 

force interactions come from determining the position of the device end-effector and its 

relationship to objects in a VE. The motion of the device end-effector should feel relatively free 

and weightless, when zero force is being rendered. When the user moves the device's end-effector 

around the VE, the haptics rendering loop commands forces at a very high rate (1000 times per 

second is a typical value) what prevents the end-effector from penetrating surfaces. This gives the 

user effect of feeling of the touch of objects surface in VE. 

The method how forces are calculated can vary to generate different effects. The forces endow an 

object surface different property like roughness, hardness, softness, stickiness, slickness, etc. 

Moreover, the forces generated by the haptics rendering can be used to produce an natural effect, 

like inertia or viscosity.  

Commonly, haptic devices are not employed in isolation. They are usually used for improving the 

user experience in combination with a virtual 3D graphical environment. The first challenge to 

consider when combining haptics with 3D graphics is that the refresh rate for displaying forces on 

the haptics is much higher than order of updating rate magnitude that necessary for displaying 

images on the screen.  

Haptics and graphics rendering are commonly executed concurrently in separate flows so that each 

rendering loop can run at its respective update rate. Beyond the refresh rate of the two rendering 

loops, it's also essential to consider the time of each rendered frame duration. In both cases, the 

loops generate frames, besides the haptics loop is generating roughly 33 frames when graphics 

loop generates one.  

The HLAPI gives user possibilities to indicate geometry for haptic rendering in the same flow and 

at the same rate as graphics. It takes care of the 1000 Hz haptics refreshes for user so that allows 

user to do not have to implement any haptic rendering in the 1000 Hz haptics flow or implement 

state synchronization between haptics and graphics flows. 

Besides, event handling, in the context of a haptics, commonly involves corresponding haptic 

specific events and to button presses, such as popping or touching through a surface. The event 

handler must often times correspond to the event in a dual-pronged fashion. The event is first 
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handled in the haptics flows, so as to deliver an immediate haptic response, then queued and 

handled by the graphics flow to affect the content displayed on the screen or the application state. 

The crutial moment is that haptic response to an event often is immediate, but the visual response 

can wait at least until the next graphics frame.  

If a constraint is activated by a button press, it needs to be enabled instantly when that button press 

is detected in the haptics loop. So, the user will feel the constraint only after a tiny delay. 

A haptic device is a natural interface for a dynamic simulation since for user it can be provided 

both input to the simulation in the form of forces, positions, velocity, etc. as well as receive force 

output from the simulation. There are powerful available dynamic toolkits that have been 

successfully used with haptic devices. Using a dynamic modeling with a haptic device needs 

special treatment. First a dynamic simulation works by integrating forces applied to bodies. When 

dealing with a position-controlled resistance style haptic device, forces are not directly accessible 

as input. Also, the digital nature and mechanical properties of the haptic device make it complex 

to incorporate as part of the simulation directly. 

Involving a haptic device into dynamic simulation tends to be much more stable and approachable 

if a virtual coupling technique is used. Virtual coupling introduces indirection between the device 

and the simulation. This indirection is most readily executed using a spring-damper between a 

simulated object and the device end-effector. The spring-damper provides a stability for the haptics 

and the simulated object to exchange forces. Additionally, the spring-damper can use different 

constants for calculating the force for the device versus the force for the simulated object, which 

leads to for easier tuning of forces appropriate for the haptics versus forces appropriate for the 

modeling. 

 In integration between dynamic simulation and a haptic device often needs to be addressed, which 

is update rate. Only simple dynamic modeling will be able to run at the haptics servo loop rate. 

The dynamic simulation is only optimized to run at the same rate as the graphics loop. The 

simulation needs to be separated in isolated data flows, and there needs to be a synchronizing 

algorithm to refresh the positional inputs used by the virtual coupling. Each flow will deal with a 

sampling of the appropriate spring-damper positions. The spring-damper utilized by the haptics 

will be attached to an anchor that refreshes its position every time the dynamic modeling is stepped.  
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Even with full 6DOF control over the position and orientation of a 3D pointer in the screen, it is 

still a problem to rapidly locate an object in 3D when viewing the screen on a 2D display. For 

avoiding this restriction, solution can be borrowed from the traditional 2D mouse picking 

approach. For ensuring a higher dimensionality gravity, haptics can be attached to a 3D line 

passing from the view through the point of interest. It is the easiest implementation, and this is 

very effective when attempting to select points in 3D without visual depth cues. 

The illusion of touching a rigid body in VE can be made greatly more believable if the pointer is 

never showed contravention the contact. Haptic signals can also be used for improving visual 

signals. This cue can be done for selection of an object to be preceded or escort by selection of the 

object. A corresponding haptic signal can make that selection even more allocated by a localized 

friction sensation. 

In some cases, it will be preferably to have a small steady friction support applied while executing 

an otherwise free space manipulation. The friction helps to stabilize the hand when the user wants 

to achieve a desired position. The device may feel too "free" and it may be difficult for a user to 

make tiny or accurate manipulations without the friction. (OpenHaptics Toolkit. Programmer's 

Guide 2008) 

2.3.2 Methods of communication with PC  

For tuning the communication between haptics and computer it is essential to install Haptic Device 

Driver software driver of using device. Basically, it is automatic process. The Touch haptics is a 

mid-range professional device. Gadget is used in 3D modeling, OEM applications and more. With 

the help of the Touch users to freely sculpt in 3D space. It easily manipulates mechanical objects 

to produce higher quality design.  Communication between computer and device carried out by 

Ethernet protocol (Figure 25) (3D Systems 2019).  

 

Figure 25. Hardware connection scheme (3D Systems 2019) 
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Phantom is high-precision device that has the largest workspace zone and can create biggest 

resistance forces in the 3D Systems haptics line. Phantom Premium requires parallel port 

connection supporting EPP protocol. Possibilities of Phantom are same that has Haptic Device 

model, but its accuracy is much higher. Because Phantom is more suited to scientific or medical 

research (3D Systems 2019). 

After Haptic Device have been connected, it should be synchronized and calibrated. When haptic 

driver was installed it was installed device support software respectively.  First step is connection 

check.  User starts Touch Setup program, that allows computer “to understand” where he can find 

device for having stable communication.    In normal case program window looks like it is shown 

below (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26. Pairing procedure 

If something goes wrong and computer can’t determine Haptic Device, this mean that user should 

check computer USB port status, physical connection and operability of USB adapter. In case 

where check found no problem, user should check the device for serviceability. 
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Second step is calibration of device. The best way for realize this task is Touch Smart Setup 

program utilization.  After that position and movement of stylus in virtual space should coincide 

with position of stylus in real world (Figure 27). 

 

Figure 27. Position synchronization 

After movement synchronization force and grabbing tests have to be done. Both programs have 

simple algorithm, however it can’t be avoided. Design process using haptics depends on force 

feedback, since it was explained in the first chapter there is not difference between computer 

mouse and haptics if tactile gadget hasn’t feedback. Main feature of pending devices based on fact 

that user feel objects and surface resistances in VE, that are provided by force feedback.  

In force test user interacts with sphere by stylus tip. By force feedback user feels resistance of 

round object, that can be compared with the touch of rubber ball. Grabbing test helps to check 

buttons status and ability of device catches and holds defined objects and follow a given trajectory 

and surfaces.  Figure 28 depicts both processes. 
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Figure 28. Force and grabbing tests representation 

2.4 Slicers 

Slic3r is an open source product on the basis of that many slicers are written. With the help of 

slicers, the user writes a program for printing previously designed model. Slicer create route for 

extruder movement. Slicers are programs that identify 3D models STL and OBJ files and convert 

these models into files with a GCODE extension.   

G-code (Figure 29) is a programming language with the help of that the programmer can transmit  

instructions into a 3D printer corresponding to the desired geometry of the model and various 

printing parameters such as printing speed, printing layer size, filling density, melting point of the 

working material and so on.  Mainly G-code is used to control printing on FDM printers and create 

programs for CNC machines (Slic3r). 
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Figure 29. G-code example 

In this study two FDM printers were used. The first one is a PRUSA i3 MK3, XYZ type and the 

second is ANYCUBIC KOSSEL LINEAR PLUS, delta type (printers will be discussed later). 

PRUSA developed a special software that is called PrusaSlicer for working with the first printer. 

The second printer does not have specialized software, and the manufacturer recommends to work 

with Cura slicer, that is one of the most multipurpose and convenient programs for working with 

3D printers. 

2.4.1 PrusaSliser 

Prusasliser is specialized software for working with the PRUSA edition printers and it doesn’t 

need special pre tune, although it can also be used to work with other 3D printers of XYZ type 

with same working space and parameters. Besides basic printing parameters, such as fill density 

and thickness of the print layer, opportunities of this slicer include the creation of an optimized 

model of the printing object and automated creation of supports for successfully building process 

of object, if necessary. The peculiarity of this program is that the user is able to remove 

unnecessary supports in his opinion after their automatically creation. Additionally, the user should 

not look for the optimal melting temperature of the material and the appropriate temperature of 

bed, as the user simply select from the list of used material (PLA, ABS, SBS, PETG, HIPS etc.).) 

(PrusaSlicer).  

In addition to the previously described features, this slicer allows you to change the scale of the 

printed model, move the model relative to the center of coordinates and print multiple copies of 

the model or different models at the same time. 
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2.4.2 Cura 

Cura slicer (Figure 30) is one of the most popular for use by ordinary users in the world. This 

software was developed by Ultimaker company.  Its main feature is that Cura allows user to work 

with absolutely any FDM printer XYZ or Delta types. All that user need for the successful flow of 

the printing process is to select overall dimensions of printer and extruder parameters. It is also 

necessary to adjust the optimum print temperature and the temperature of the printer table, that 

depends on chosen printing material. 

 

Figure 30. Cura slicer 15.04.06 window 

As a PrusaSliser, Cura allows you to scale the model, to transfer printing place on the printer table 

in the workspace of the program, to create support automatically, to print several models 

simultaneously, to adjust the thickness of the printing layer. A considerable advantage is that Cura 

supports the most common formats for 3D modeling, such as SolidWorks, SolidEdge, Autodesk 

Inventor output models have (Ultimaker Cura). 

Since Cura slicer is universal, this software also allows you to adjust the print speed. Some printer 

models support high speed printing without loss of quality, others are slower (mainly XYZ type). 
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Since the manufacturer of the ANYCUBIC KOSSEL LINEAR PLUS recommends the use of the 

Cura 15.04.6 software, it means that this program should be prepared to work (Figure 31) with this 

3D printer. 

 

Figure 31. Cura preparing  

By default, the program stores typical settings for working with some models of 3D printers. 

From the proposed list, it should be selected DeltaBot (Figure 32). 

 

Figure 32. Right device type selection 
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At the moment when the desired type of machine will be selected, the program window will say 

that the program is ready for use (Figure 33), although this is not true. 

 

Figure 33. Program response 

For the correct operation of a particular delta printer, user should set its maximum possible 

working area (Figure 34), including the diameter of the table and the maximum height of the 

extruder lifting. 

 

Figure 34. Working area tuning 

If it is necessary, Cura can be prepared to work with any other XYZ or Delta type FDM printer 

by following the method described above. 

2.5 Utilized 3D Printers 

Today, FDM printers are the most common type of devices for 3D printing for ordinary users. 

Since this research is focused on developing of method, that can be applied by ordinary designers, 

it is assumed that in 9 out of 10 cases it will be used FDM printer. Two 3D printers used in the 

project will be discussed further. 
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2.5.1 PRUSA I3MK3 

Printer PRUSA I3MK3 (Figure 35) became to be very popular in the world, because it is cheap 

and not over complicated for reproduction. As the result there are lots of concepts and copies of 

presented model in use. The main features of this device design, like any XYZ type printer, is a 

movable platform and two vertically fixed axes, on which two perpendicular to them axes are 

attached.  This construction design of device allows the extruder moves freely in space relative to 

the coordinate system of the cubic working area of the 3D printer (PRUSA I3MK3). 

 

Figure 35. PRUSA I3MK3 (PRUSA I3 MK3 2019) 

The main disadvantages are the low speed of printing, as well as a large number of printer elements 

that are responsible for printing process, such as motors. Calibration of the printer requires special 

attention (Figure 36). For normal high-quality printing it is necessary to choose the initial height 

of the extruder head in the print and the optimal thickness of the printing layer.   
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Figure 36. Calibration result examples (Anycubuc manual 2019) 

From the practice of the printer utilization, it should be noticed that the steel welded monolithic 

frame gives stability to the printer construction during printing process and the printer does not 

require modification of the design. This is PRUSA I3MK3 advantage in comparison to other 

printers of this design, identified experimentally. 
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2.5.2 ANYCUBIC KOSSEL LINEAR PLUS 

This 3D printer also applies to FDM-type devices. Unlike the PRUSA I3MK3 and all XYZ type 

devices, which has a movable platform, ANYCUBIC KOSSEL (Figure 37) is implemented on the 

principle of the Delta robot (Anycubic Kossel).  

 

Figure 37. ANYCUBIC KOSSEL LINEAR PLUS (Kossel 2019) 

The application of the principle by which Delta robots are built has a number of useful advantages 

for creating 3D printers. The configuration of the Delta robot (Figure 38) allows to increase the 

speed of the 3D printing process without noticeable loss of quality, because the extruder has 3 

DOF, not 1 DOF, as the extruder has XYZ type printers. Also, this printer supports automatic 

calibration, which can greatly simplify the process of debugging the printer (Opl, Holub et al. 

2012). 
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Figure 38. Dela robot working principle idea (Types of Industrial Robots 2019) 

Among the disadvantages, it can be noted that when common Delta printer work on extra high 

printing speed, too large vibrations occur and the printing accuracy drops. So, for saving quality 

of printing, it is necessary to strengthen the device frame for making printer insensitive for device 

oscillation. 
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3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALGORITHM FOR DIRECT 3D PRINTING 

In this chapter it will be discussed whole process of the creation of model from searching the idea 

for 3D printing till getting the rigid body of the model. It will be described selection of object of 

modelling and provided arguments explaining the choice.  

First part of chapter concentrates on modelling process. It will be provided number of screenshots 

and given commentaries, which should explain every crucial step of modelling and role of haptic 

device in the process. 

Second part of chapter focuses on transferring data from modeling software to 3D printers. It will 

be used two different printers and six different types of material. In the end it would be analyzed 

printing results and given the summarizing.   

3.1 Searching for design ideas 

Since the main idea of project is involving haptic device in modeling process, it is crucial thing to 

find an object (Figure 39), which is hard for construct using only traditional CAD software.  

 

Figure 39. Design idea (Turtle 2019) 
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It was chosen a turtle like a basic idea for modeling process using the Touch haptic device. For 

good demonstration of all haptics possibilities object of modeling should have difficult surface. 

The real turtle shell is perfect example of object which geometry hardly can be repeated using 

CAD software or something else with similar functions. There is not final target for create state of 

art in this research, however it should identify advantages of symbiosis of computer modeling and 

haptics utilization.  

3.2 Modeling process 

In current research Geomagic Freeform Plus software is used for realizing assigned task. Further 

it will be explained merit of utilization this specific program package in comparison with typical 

CAD software basing on early chosen idea. 

Every modeling process starts from original point where user create a sketch. After that, with the 

help of toolkit, creation of new dependent sketches object of modeling becomes to look more 

similar in comparison with desired shape of object of modeling. Typical CAD program works with 

sketches and primitives like points and lines. Figure 40 shows the beginning stage of modeling in 

one of the best CAD programs – Autodesk Inventor. 

 

Figure 40.  Autodesk Inventor Professional 2019 

Geomagic Freform Plus is another type of modeling software. Design process is based on reverse 

engineering method. In this program package modeling process starts from choosing objects 

(Figure 41), which should be turned to final model. 
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Figure 41. Origin object for design 

As it seen from Figure 41,  user must choose origin object, because in reverse engineering 

methodology there is not new parts of processing model. Designer modify existing shape by 

stretching, shrinking etc. It can be simple object or model with difficult shape like car body. Basic 

object of current modeling is cylinder (Figure 42). 

Figure 42. Design beginning in Geomagic Freeform 
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In Geomagic Freeform working space object of modeling is separated on sections and main points. 

Designer can assign how many sections will the modeling object be divided into. In contrast, every 

CAD program usually works with current object or sketch, so it is impossible to interact with 

object part or part of object side. The object is a rigid body and user can only build up or cut body 

of model (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43.  Main way of creation and modification of volumetric bodies in traditional CAD 

CAD software is useful when designer works with drawings and try to repeat what he sees on a 

draw. Usually, technical objects have appropriate geometry and accompanying documentation, 

engineer can build the technical model of studied object. 

With all positive, it was found that in case, when designer is looking for optimal shape of the future 

model, it is hard to change shape of existing volumetric model, especially in the later stages of 

modeling. Inside the model there are a lot of dependences and often designer can’t modify the 

body shape, after new parts were added, because this leads to the destruction of the model. In 

current case it was proved, that it is difficult to transform cylinder to body with oval base. For 

achieve this changing user have to change the origin sketch, which was used for building the main 

body. Later it will be complicated to build and to repeat shape of turtle shell. 

In comparison, Geomagic Freeform Plus is not an example of traditional CAD software, when 

designer use this software, the working model is a plasticine body. User can change the shape as 

he wants. In few steps it is got the body (Figure 44), which looks like a turtle shell.   
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Figure 44. Main body creation 

In Geomagic Freeform Plus every object is made from virtual clay. If designer need more material, 

he can easily take new piece of clay. Before this moment it was not obligatory to use Haptics, 

however mouse can’t feel the nodal points and all manipulations were done with the help of view. 

Haptics allow to touch surfaces, to feel its resistance, to affect the clay and grab the objects (Figure 

45). Haptic device is a virtual hand of user in virtual space, so designer can use it in virtual space, 

that makes his opportunities wider and he don’t so big toolkit like CAD have anymore.   

 

Figure 45. Haptics implementation 
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Grabbing, swapping and processing of extra piece of clay allow to quickly create specific shape 

of turtle head (Figure 46) and put it in a right place. By using traditional CAD software designer 

never can build similar shape so easily, moreover hardly designer can create natural shape by using 

CAD program.  

 

Figure 46. Turtle head manipulations by Touch device 

Geomagic Freeform Plus toolkit functions great differ from typical CAD tools.  For example, by 

the touch designer decide how much the edges of the object will be smoothed (Figure 47). 

Autodesk Inventor like others CAD programs can’t smooth the edge with different intensity along 

the length of the line, how designer do it with Touch device. 

 

Figure 47. Smoothing of edges 
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Besides, with the Touch device, which replace human hand, designer can sculpt his imaginary 

object quickly. In various situation user chooses the most suitable for him tool like hand, roller, 

scraper, knife etc. Using local stretching, turtle tail was built (Figure 48). This principle can be 

applied for sculpting objects with similar geometry.  

 

Figure 48. Tail sculpting 

The same methodology is used for sculpting paws (Figure 49). Object also can be smoothed 

optionally. 

 

Figure 49. Paws sculpting 
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Sometimes design of model allows you to duplicate the elements without harm to the realization 

of the final idea. Geomagic Freeform Plus are able to extends the capabilities of conventional 

sculpting. For to duplicate an object, it is needed to select the plane of symmetry or grab and put 

the object in the desired location manually by haptics. This method is used for creating second 

front and rear paws (Figure 50).  

 

Figure 50. Paws duplication 

For moving detail in CAD program user specifies the end coordinates of the model in space, or 

specifies the direction and distance to be moved, and assemblies can impose dependencies between 

individual parts of the assembly. It is useful when user knows final position or coordinates where 

should be placed mating part, especially in technical modeling. 

With all advantages of described kind of displacement, art design needs to have freedom for 

creativity. Designer must see how he moves objects in real time for defining the best position of 

attachable part of object in virtual space.  When user share Geomagic Freeform Plus and the Touch 

device, this becomes possible. As part of the current study, this feature is used for the installation 

of paws, tail and head, as it shown in Figure 45. 

Since research implies permanent involving haptic device in the modeling process, it is checked 

already how used software allow to process big pieces of clay, it should check how useful is the 

Touch device when designer needs to process or create tiny details of objects with difficult 

geometry (Figure 51).   
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Figure 51. Surface treatment 

In the example above, by tool utilization it is possible to push material into the body. Geomagic 

Freeform Plus allow to choose body of processing. If designer works with one piece of clay near 

another one and second one should not be changed, it is possible to work with pieces separately or 

to treat the model as a solid object. There is a possibility of a reverse effect (Figure 52). 

 

Figure 52. border of the carapace creation 

Material can be put locally and freely like a tooth paste or glue what creates intricates surface. 
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The program has a variety of functionality, what gives virtual clay get a large set of properties than 

the real one. For creating a face, clay is given the properties of wax and it can be melted. Melting 

produces smoother and more natural transitions (Figure 53), that can be useful in creative design. 

The extent of melting is controlled by the impact of the device on the virtual model. 

 

Figure 53. Face modeling  

Returning to the object of modeling, it can be concluded that the model is ready for the final 

designing step (Figure 54), which is impossible to do using conventional CAD software. 

Figure 54. Intermediate design stage 
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Final step of modeling is creation of turtle shell. In nature, carapace has unique view and it is 

impossible to build this surface without Touch device assistance (Figure 55). 

 

Figure 55. Shell surface building 

After modeling the model can be printed. However sometimes the model remains in electronic 

form. For greater clarity, the model can be painted (Figure 56).  

 

Figure 56. The coloring of the model 
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Coloring is done for better visualization and visibility. Ready model is presented in the Figure 

57. 

 

Figure 57. Finished model of turtle 

After modeling  the designed object should be prepared for printing. By default, all saved models 

has CLY extension (Figure 58). For preparing model for 3D printing it should be saved in STL or 

OBJ format and exported to slicer.  

 

Figure 58. Saving procedure  
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At this stage, the design process is over and model can be printed. If it is needed, the same work 

can be done using Phantom Premium or another similar device. 

3.2 Direct 3D Printing  

The developed algorithm allows you to create 3D models using the haptic device and it must be 

checked whether created models are acceptable for direct 3D printing. A few numbers of 

prototypes will be printed using different materials and two models of 3D printers. All 

programming part should be done using slicers. Slicer compiles G-code based on got STL or OBJ 

model, that is instruction for 3D printer. Since the printer and print settings are different in most 

cases, the G-code will be unique in each case. 

Printer PRUSA I3MK3 supports single color printing only (the color used filament). STL files 

format, as well as OBJ, does not recognize colors. PrusaSlicer allows to see preview how will look 

sliced model (Figure 59). 

 

Figure 59. Sliced model of turtle 

Experimentally, it was found that the optimal density of space in the model is 15 percent. The wall 

thickness is about 1 mm. This gives the model sufficient rigidity and strength, and it saves material. 

The first models were printed using XYZ-type printer (Figure 60). 
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Figure 60. Printing process using PRUSA I3MK3 

Using PRUSA I3MK3 there were printed two turtles, first from PETG 100% scale model and 

second from PLA 20% scale model (Figure 61). Both samples have perfect surface. PETG plastic 

combines the best qualities of ABS and PLA plastics (fusing, melting, rigidity etc.) 

 

Figure 61. PRUSA I3MK3 printing results 
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For checking difference between different types printers and proving idea of direct 3D printing it 

was used delta type 3D printer. As it was noticed, printers of this type can work faster. If 100% 

scale model of turtle was printed in 6 hours 21 minutes, the same model can be printed in 4 hours 

34 minutes using delta type device (Figure 62). 

 

Figure 62. Printer-ready model  

As it known different plastics has various mechanical, physical and visual properties. This feature 

of plastic materials has wide applications in engineering or art design. The most suitable material 

for 3D printing process is PLA plastic, however its physical properties worse than other types of 

material. Fusing and adhesion of layers during whole technological process is the most important 

characteristic. For getting object with high accuracy surface it should be maintained optimal 

temperature of filament and table. PLA plastic has wide diapason of melting temperature till it 

becomes to burn.  

Main idea of thesis is direct 3D printing, so there will be tests five different materials: PLA, ABS, 

SBS, PETG and HIPS plastics. Printing results will be described and analyzed. It was mentioned 

in chapter 2, that quality of printing process utilizing delta type device can be worse than printing 

on usual type of device. 
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After preparing model for printing from four different plastics in Cura slicer five different turtle 

models are printed (Figure 63). One is 30% scale model and others are 40% scale models. For 

getting good quality it was essential to find optimal melting temperature for other materials. 

 

Figure 63. Printing process using ANYCUBIC KOSSEL 

Through finding optimal temperature mode universal printing becomes possible. Quality of printed 

models varies in dependence on used materials. However, all prints can be considered quite as a 

good result. 

 Sometimes, when modeling is involved in art design, special properties are expected from the 

printed object.  It was established, that models, that was printed from SBS plastic, has the worst 

surface quality in comparison with other samples, but SBS plastic has the most pronounced glossy 

effect, moreover SBS GLASS is transparent. Only one of samples has matt effect, that is made 

from HIPS material. Quality of surface roughly is comparable with quality of ABS surface model. 

PLA sample has the best printing quality. Also, this sample is made from PLA plastic from natural 

color. Transparency allows to see internal model structure. All samples are depicted on Figure 64. 
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Figure 64. ANYCUBIC KOSSEL LINEAR PLUS printing results 

Despite models, that was built using PRUSA I3MK3, has a slightly better quality of model surface, 

than models, that was printed using ANYCUBIC KOSSEL. Anyway, if designer wants to get 

perfect smooth surface, he can use acetone or other reactant for processing models surface. Full 

list of printing models is presented below in Figure 65. 

 

Figure 65. All printing samples together 
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After analyzing of printing results, it becomes obvious, that idea of direct 3D printing is realized. 

Printing process of the model, which was designed using haptic device, is done using different 

hardware and materials. At this point, the research ends. Getting algorithm can be applied in 

different engineering and art areas, depending on assigned tasks. 
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4 RESULTS 

During the research, two kinds of FDM printers, the Touch Device and Phantom Premium haptic 

devices, Geomagic Freeform Plus software package, PRUSA and Cura slicers were studied. The 

main idea of research was development of platform for 3D design to direct 3D print process using 

haptics. For realizing assigned task principle of reverse engineering was implemented. This 

principle implies work with ready models or objects. If model is virtual, involving haptics in 

process is a perfect solution, since haptics are perfect assistants in 3D space.  

By themselves haptics are useless, but through synchronization with specific software their 

opportunities become to be wide and powerful. Geomagic Freeform Plus is a specific software, 

that can be synchronized with haptics. Its toolkit complements through utilization of haptics and 

devices becomes to be a virtual hand of user.  These all allows user to feel himself as a sculptor. 

Slicers are used for preparing model to printing. Main feature of this software is possibility to 

transform 3D models in programming code, that is understandable for 3D printer. Since, it is 

essential to correspond all printer and filament parameters for printing, G-code usually unique for 

every separate printing case.  

Through software interaction the goal of research was carried out. The Touch Device is directly 

involved in design process by modeling in Geomagic Freeform Plus. Opportune slicer is used for 

writing instructions for 3D printer. Thus, image in mind takes real form. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

The general target of current research was design and development of a product prototyping 

platform with capability of direct 3D printing from a haptic 3D design utilizing a Force Feedback 

and Touch Device. To summarize, during investigation work there were several issues, including: 

- Tuning communication between haptic device and computer 

- Involving haptics in modeling process 

- Transferring built model from virtual space to real world.  

In general, researched solution should be universal and compatibly with different force-feedback 

haptics like a Touch Device. First of all, deployment of this research can be done in art area, 

engineering, medicine, because haptics has great number of useful features.  

Future researches can be focused in two directions. First direction is linked with implementation 

others kind of haptics in modeling process, especially in art design, since it is one of the most 

difficult kind of computer modeling. As it was mentioned in chapter one there are several groups 

of haptics and their functions also varies. Haptics are new field of studying and their area of 

implementation will be spread. 

About second direction, future developments can be carried out in haptics and 3D printers support 

software. Today, there is no program package, which allows to do whole process of building idea 

from modelling till printing inside one program. This software will be unites functions of general 

CAD program, that also must supports full toolkit of Geomagic Freeform Plus and universal slicer 

like Cura. 

Also, toolkit of program like Geomagic Freeform Plus can be improved and optimized. This should 

allow to do designing process faster and more understandable for common users. So, all topics of 

future research can be focused on development of new software and improving collaboration 

between hardware with computer and user. 
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